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ABSTRACT: Studying smooth families of certain subspaces of a Banach space X entails 
a construction of a Grassmann manifold defined over the similarity class of a projection 
in a Banach space. Standard principles of fiber bundle theory can be adapted to describe 
these families in terms' of smooth maps from a possibly infinite dimensional paracompact 
manifold to the Grassmannian. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Let X be a Banach space and let Proj (X) be the set of all bounded (nontrivial) projections 
in X. For a given Po E Proj(X ) , take Po = Sim(Po) to be the similarity class of Po in 
X . In this paper we outline an explicit constructiotl of the Grassm annian Gr(Po, X) 
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of images of projections in Po . It is shown to be a Banach analytic manifold modelled 
on the Banach space C(Im Po, Kel'Po) (cC [CPR 1]). It is worth stressing that such an 
explicit description of the manifold structure of Gr{Po, X) is needed in applications which 
necessitate computing over coordinate charts. 

An outline of the paper is as follows. After stating several background results in §2, we 
proceed in §3 to give the explicit details of constructing Gr ( Po, X) along �ith a core
sponding principal bundle S(Po, X) . Accordingly, our app roach is quite different in spirit 
from the more abstract theory as pursued by other authors. In §4, we give an important 
application by showing that there exist decompositions of X smoothly parametrized by 
points in M, the latter taken to be a smooth contractible manifold which is a subset of 
some Hilbert space. It entails implementing an extension of the well-known smoothing 
lemma of Steenrod (St) to the case of fiber bundles with Banach spaces as fibers over N[ . 
Since to the best of our knowledge, the precise result does not appear to be known in the 
literature , it is necessary for us to establish this as one of our main results (Theorem 4.3). 
Consequently, the results of §4 can be used to generalize some known results and applica
tions for matrix-valued functions over finite dimensional vector spaces (for the latter, see 
e.g. [FGP)) . The authors express their gratitude to Professors G. Corach and H. Porta for 
informative discussions on this subject. 

2 COMPLEMENTED SUl3SPACBS AND PROJECTIONS 

Firstly, some remarks concerning a notation which is used frequently. If 1 is a mapping 
from a set A to a set B, and if C is a subset of A, then Jle denotes the ordinary restriction 

of 1 to C. If D is any set containing the image of I, then JID denotes the mapping from 
A into D defined by fID(x) = J(x) for all x EA. Combining these two operations, if E 
is any set containing J(C), then we denote by JI� the mapping from C into E defined' by 

JI�(x) = J(x) for all x E C . 

Henceforth X and Y denote Banach spaces. Let C(X, Y) denbte the Banach space of all 
bounded linear operators from X into Y with C(X) = C(X, X) . The set of isomorphisms 
Isom(X, Y) from X to Y is an open subset of C(X, Y); in particular GL(X) is open in 

C(X) (see e.g. [Ha, 4.4.5.8)). If X is the algebraic direct sum of nontrivial vector subspaces 
Xl and X2, then the pair (Xl,X2) is an algebraic complementary pair of subs paces of X . 
Further X = Xl Efl X2 is a topological direct sum if in addition Xl and X2 are closed. 
Consequently, Xl and X2 rtre complemented in X and (Xl, X2) is said to be a topological 

complementary pair. Note that in X it is always possible to select a com plement X2 of 
each complemented suhspace Xl sllch t.ha.t. .Y2 depends c.ontinuously on Xl [PH. 2]. If X 
is the algebraic sum of non'-trivial vector sllbspaces Xl and X2, then the projection of X 
onto Xl along X2 is denoted by p.:)2 and is given by 

P;:(Xl + X2) = Xl , 

The following lemma is elementary. 

Lemma 2.1 Let (Xl, X2) be a topological complementary pair of subspaces of X . . Let 
Yl, Y2 becJosed vectorsubspacesofY. ForcI>1 E C(X1,Ytl andcI>2 EC(X2,Y2) the direct 
sum 
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satisfies <PI Efl <P2 E [(X, Y) . 
Let Proj(X) = {P E [(X,X): p2 = P} be the set of all bounded (non-trivial) projections 
in X. As a straightforward consequence of the definitions we obtain the following: 

Proposition 2.2 Let (XI, X2) be an algebraic complementary pair of vector subspaces 
of X. Then 

Conversely, if P is a non trivial pl'Ojectioll in X, then (Im P, Ker P) is an algebraic comple
mentary pair of vector subspaces of X, and F = pl��F,P' If (X3,X2) is allot her algebraic 
complementary pair of vector subspaces qf X, then 

pXo 0 pX' = pXo . 
X, X, X, 

Theorem 2.3 (see e.g. [TL Theorems IV.12.1 and IV.12.2]) Let (Xl, X2) be an algebraic 
complementary pair of vector subspaces of X. Then (Xl, X2) is it topological complemen
tary pair of vector subspaces, of X if and only if the linear operator pi' is 'bounded. I ' 

Corollary 2.4 We have X = lm P Efl Ker P for all P E Proj(X) . 
Lemma 2.5 Let (Lo, L&) be a topological complementary pair of subspaces of X and L a 
vector subspace of X . Then Lis a topological complementary subspace to Lo if and only L'ILo L' ILo 1 L' II� jf PL; L E Isom(L, Lo) whereby we have (PL; L ) - = PL 0 Lo . 
Proof. Let Po = pi� . Then Po E [(X) by Theorem 2.3. If L is it. topological comple-

L' mentary subspace to L& then again from Theorem 2.3 we have PL 0 E [(X) . Now for 
Xo E Lo, XL = pi�(xo) and x & = pt, (xo), we have Xo = XL + Xo by Proposition 2.2. It o 
follows that 

L' IL L'IL and so PolZo 0 PL 0 Lo = idLo . By interchanging the roles of Lo and L, we obtain PL 0 Lo 0 

: 'IL polZo = idL . Thus Polzo E Isom(L,Lo) and (PoltO)-1 = pio . , Lo 
Conversely, suppose that Polzo E Isom(L, Lo) . Let 5 = (Po l fo ) -1 and take P = siX oPo . 
Then it follows that PE [(X) and 

p2 = siX 0 Po 0 siX 0 Po = SiX 0 (Polto 0 S) 0 Po = SiX 0 idLo 0 Po = siX 0 Po = P , 

so that P E Proj(X). Clearly, rm P = S(Po(X)) = 5(Lo) = L, and the relation 
P = SiX 0 Po im plies that Ker Po � Ker P . Furthermore, 

PoP = Po 0 SiX 0 Po = idLol"( 0 (Polto 0.5') 0 Po = idLolx 0 idLci 0 Po = Po , 
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which implies that Ker P � Ker Po . Thus I<er P = Ker Po, in other words we have 
Ker P = L& . Therefore, by Proposition 2.2, we have pj;� = pl�e'pP = P E Proj(X) which 
implies by Corollary 2.4 that X = L EB L& . • 

We say that A, B E £(X) are similar in £(X) if and only if there exists S E GL(X) such 
that A = SBS-I • Given Af £(X), we d·JllOte by Sim(A) the set of all operators in 
£(X) that are similar to A . 

Lemma 2.6 

(a) Let PI, Pz E £(X) be sim ilar. Then PI E Proj(X) if and only if Pz E Proj(X) . 

(b) Let PI, P2 E Proj(X) . For every i E {1,2}, let Li = Im Pi andL: = Ker Pi . 
Tllen PI and P2 are similar if and only if the sllbspaces LI and L2 are isomorphic and the 
su bspaces L� and L� are isomorphic. 

Proof. (a) This follows immediately from the properties of P, and Pz . For part (b), first 
suppose that P, and P2 are similar. Then there exists S E  GL(X) such that P2 = SP,S-I. 
Consequently, 

L2 = Tm Pz = Pz (X) = S P,S-' (X) = S PdX) = Sl Im P;) = S(LLl , 

and since S E GL(X), it follows that slt� E Isom (L" L2) • Furthermore, 

P2 (S(L�)) = P2S(L�) = SPdL�) = S(PdKer Ptl) = {O} , 

which implies that S(Li) � Ker P2 = L�. On the other hand, 

PI (S-' (L�)) = PIS-' (L�) = S-, P2 (L�)= S-, P2 (Ker Pz) = {O} . 

Consequently, S-' (L&) � I(er PI = L� . Hence L& � S(LD � L2 an d so L2 = S(LD. 
Since S E GL(X), it follows th at sl�t E /soll1(L\, L2) . 

Conversely, assume that there exist 1> E /som(LI,L2) and 1>' E Isom(LLL2) . Then ' by 
Theorem 2.3, we have .ft = Li EB L: for each i E {1, 2}. Let S = 1> EB 1>' . Then S is bijective 

with S-1 = 1>-1 EB 1>,-1 and by Lem ma 2.1, S E GL(X) . It follows from Proposition 2.2 

that Pi = pj;: for each i E {I, 2} . Let Q, = PLL;, 'we have then , I 

P2S= P2(1)E!) 1>') = Pz(1)P, + (p'QLl = PZ1>PI = 1>lx oPl 

= <1>lx 0 PI + <I>' lx 0 QI PI = (1>1.'< 0 PI + <1>' lx 0 QdP, = 8PI , 

and since SE GL(X), it follows that P, and 1'2 are similar. • 

3 THE BANACH GRASSMANNIAN er(?, X) AND ITS PRINCIPAL BUN
DLE 

Definition 3.1 Taking P E Proj(X) alld Y; = Sim(P), we denote by Gr (P , X) the 
Grassmannian of images of projections ill Y; wltl'lc' 

Gr(P,X):= {IIIlQI Q E J5}. 
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In the following we take L = Im P and L' = Ker P and denote by Up :the set of all 
topological complementary subspaces to L' in X . Further, let 

.e(P, X) = {T E £(L, X): Im T E Gr(P, X), T l 1 mT E Isom(L, Im T)} . 

As £"(P,X) � £(L,X) , we grant C(P,X) the topology induced by the topology of 
£(L, X) . Further, let 1I"p the Illapping from C(P, X) into Gr(P, X) defined by 1I"p(T) = 
Im T for 'all T E C(P, X) . 
Lemma 3.2 Let P E Proj (X) and P = Sim(P) . For PI, P2 E P and [or each i E {1,2}, 
let 1i denote the final topology of Gr (P, X) associated to 1I"p; . Then Ti = 7"2 . 

Proof. Let L; = Im Pi for each i E {I, 2} and take (i,j) E {(I, 2), (2, I)} . Since Pi and 
Pj are similar, there exists an isomorphism <I> E Isom (L j, Lj) given by Lemma 2.6 (b). 

Let ii! : £(Lj, X) -+ £(L;, X) be ·defined by ii!(Tj) = Tj 0 <I> for all Tj E £(Lj, X) . Then 
clearly, ii!(Tj) E £(L;, X) for all Tj E £(Lj , X), iii is linear and 11ii!\I ::; \I<I>II < 00 • So it 

follows that ii! E £(£(Lj,X),£(Lj,X)) . 

Let TjE e(Pj, X) and Tj = ii!(Tj) . Then 

Im Tj = Tj«P(L;)) = Tj(Lj) = Im Tj E Gr(P, X) , 

because Tj E C (Pj, X) . Therefore, 

Ti! ImT; = (Tj 0 <I» IImTj = Tjl1mTj 0 <I> E Isom(Lj, ImTj) = Isom(Li, Im Tj) • 

This implies that ii!(Tj} = Ti E e(?;, X) and so ii! (C(Pj, Xl) <;:; C(Pj, X) . In this way 
we obtain a well-defined map -IC(P;,X) 

1]1 = \II c'(Pj,X) , 
satisfying 

in other words 1I"j 0 lIt = 1I"j . If U E 1i, then 1I"il(U) is open in C(Pj, X) and it is 
straightforwarcL to see that 1i <;:; T.i for all (i,j) E {(1,2),(2,1)} . Hence it follows that 

Ti=�. • 

Let P E Proj(Xtand P = Sim(P) . We grant Gr(P,X) the final topology associated 
with the mapping 1I"Q for any Q E P . By .Lemma 3.2, this topology does not depend on 
the choice of Q E P . 

Lemma 3.3 Let P E Proj(X), P = Sim(P) and Po E P . Then UPo is an open neighbor
hood of Im Po in Gr(P, X) . 
Proof. Let Lo = Im Po and Lh = Ker Po . By Corollary 2.4, La E UPo . If LE UPo' then 

. L is isomorphic to La by Lemma 2.5 and therefore pt� E Po = P by Lemma 2.6 (b). Since 
L = Im pt� by Proposition 2.2, it follows that L E Gr(P, X) . Thus UPo <;:; Gr(P, X) . 

Consider the map ii! : £(Lo, X) -+ £(Lo) defi ned by 

VT E £(Lo, X) . 
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Then it is clear that IIi is linear, 11$11:::; 11P01I < 00 and $ E '£:('£:(Lo,X},'£:(Lo)} 

Sett.ing IJI = IIilcO(Po.XI' we proceed to show that 7I"p;(Upo) = IJI-� (GL(Lo») . Fi'rst of 
all take T E 7I"pol(Upo) and L = 1I'Po(T), following which L E Upo

·
' We have Po = pt:· 

by Proposition 2.2. and hence Polfo E Isom(L, Lo) by Lemma 2.5. Since we have T E 
'£:*(Po, X), it follows that TIL E Isom ( Lo, L) and 

IJI(T) = Polfo 0 TIL E GL(Lo} . 

In other words , T E IJI- l (GL(Lo») . Furthermore, 7I"po1 (U Po) � IJI- l (GL(Lo») • 
Conversely, if T E IJI-' (GL(Lo»), then IJI(T) E GL(Lo) . Let L = Im T . By definition 
of IJI, we have T E '£:*(Po, X) and so TIL E Isom(Lo , L) . Consequently, the rela.tion 
Po lto 

0 TIL = IJI(T) implies that 

Therefore L E Upo by Lemma 2.5, that is, 7I"Po (T ) E UPo and hence T E 7I"jil(Upo) . T'his' o . 
shows that 7TPo1 (UPo) = IJI-' (GL(Lo») . Since GL(Lo) is an open subset of .£:(Lo} and.1JI 
is continuous, then 7I"po'(Upo)is an open subset of C(Po,X) and consequently UPo is an 
open subset of Gr(j5, X) . •  

Let P E Proj(X), P = Sim (P) and Po E P. As UPo � Gr(P, X) by Lemma 3.3, we can 
grant UPo the subspace topology induced by the topology of Gr(J5,X) . 

Lemma 3.4 Let Po E P, L� = Ker Po a.lId 4' denote the mapping from UPo � ,Gr(P, X) 

into '£:(X) defined by 4'(L) = Pf:� for L E UPo . Then 4' is continuous. 

Proof. Theorem 2.3 guarantees that 4' takes its values in '£:(X) . By Lemma 3.3, UPo 
is an open subset of Gr(P, X} . Let Lo = Im Po and Po = Pf:� . By Lemma 3.3., UPo is . . 0 
an open subset of Gr(Po, X) . IfVo = 1rPol(Upo), then by definition of the final topology 

J Vo is an open subset of .£:-(Po, X) and it will be sufficient to show that (4'01rpo)l. is Vo continuous. Let Tt E Vo. Ll = 7I"Po(Td alold i\ = TdLI .• For e > 0, set 

. . - L'ILI . 
Let T E Bco(po.X) (TlI 0), L = 7I"Po(T) and T = PL� L oT. Since L E UPo it follows from 
Proposition 2.2 that we have T E Isom(Lo , L1) • Furthermore, 

It follows by [Ha, proof of Theorem 3.1.4r th at 
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which in turn implies 

- L' Let x E Bx(O, 1) and y == T-I (PL�(x)) . Then 

By Proposition 2.2, we have 

. L' L' L' - L' L' L' T(y) == (PL 0 0 PL� 0 T)(y) == PL 0 (T(y)) == PL 0 (PL�(;1;)) = PL 0(:1:) . 
Since (pt� - pt�) (x ) E L�, it is straightforward to show that 

Consequently, for every x E B"dO, 1), we have 

11(4) 0 7rPo(T) - 4> o 7rPo(Td)(x)i! < I lPt,'IIIIT- Tdlllyll o 

s 21IPZ�lIllPt�11111\-1118 < c . 

Therefore 1!4> 0 7rpo (T) - 4> 0 7rpo (Tdll < t: for all T E Bc"!po,X) (T1, 8) . Thus 4> 0 7rpo is 
continuous which implies that � is continuous. • 

Theorem 3.5 Let Po E Proj(X) . Tilen Gr(Sim(Po), X) is an analytic Banacil manifold 
modelled on tile Banacil space £(Im Po, Ker Po) . 
Proof. Let Lo == Im Po, L� == Ker Po and Po == Sim(Po) . In orde r to establish the 
theorem we need an analytic £(Lo, Lh)-atlas ((UP)PEPo' (ipP)PEPJ for Gr(Po, X) . For 
every PI E Po, let 

Up,= {ImP: P EPo and ImPEBKerP1=X } . 

By Lemma 3.3, for every P E yio, Up is an open neighborhood of fm P, and so (Up)PEPo 
is an open covering of Gr(Po• X) . 

We shall show that ;PP, is continuous. Let L2 E Up, and € > 0 . Taking p to denote the 

mapping from Up, into . .c(X) defined by p(L) == pt�, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that p is 
continuous. Hence we can find an open neighborhood NL2 of L2 in Up, such that 
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Since pi,' is linear. it follows that for every L E l'! L2 • , 

hence showing that <PP, is continuous. 

Now we proceed to construct the inverse :;fp, of cPp, . First of all consider the map 

Ap, : £(LI.LD ---+ £(LI.X). 

defined as follows. For every 0 E £(LI, L�). let Ap, (0) E £(LI. X) be defined by 

otherwise expressed by 
Ap,(a) = idL,IX +olx . 

Since AP, is an affine mapping from £(LI. LD i nto £(LI' X) it is analytic. Let 0 E 
£(L l. LD and :;fp,(o) = ImAp,(o) . We shall show that :;fp,(o) E Up, . Take. then 
L 2 = :;fp, (0) and let (Yn)nEN be a sequence of points of L2 converging to a point yE X . By 
definition of L2• there exists a sequence (xn)nEN of points of LI sllch that Yn = Ap, (O)(xn)' 
for all n eN. If x:;: PI (Y). theri x E Ll and we have 

Hence 

which in turn shows that L2 is closed. It is straightforward to show that L2 n L� = {O} . 
Take x E X. Xt = Pt {x). X2 = Ap, (o)(xd and xi = x..;. X2 • Then x = X2 + xL X2 E L2 
and by Proposition 4.2 we have 

x� = x - X2 = X - Xl - o(xd = (idx - Pt:' )(x}- o(xd = pi,,' (�) - o(x1) E L� . 

It follows that X = L2 EI7 Li . Therefore Ll and L2 are isomorphic by Lemma 2.5� 
Since Pt E po. we know th.at Lt � Lo and Lj � LiJ by Lemma 2.6 (b). Also from 

L' - - - - , 
this Lemma . PL,' E Po and hence tPP, (0) E Up,. thus showing that tPP" is a mapping 
from £(Ll' LU into Up, . Since 7rp, is con tinuous and AP, is analytic. we find that 
:;fp, == 7rp, 0 Ap,E C(£(Ll. Lj), Up,) . 

. 

Now we show that :;fp, is the inverse of cpp,. For L E ·Up, we have 

by Lemma 2.5. and 80 obtain 

L' L' IL, (PL' 0 PL'). :;: idL, • , L, 

(pL" + pL,) pL� I pl,', I = L U O L = L ' I , 1., . .  L., 
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It follows that �Pl(hl (L)) = 1111 Ap, (cpp, (L)) ,;, Im PZ"IL' = L and hence �p, 0 <pp, = 
id up, . 

Conversely, consider a E [(Ll ' LU . Let L = 1/Jp, (a) and XI E LI . Then by definition 
of Ap, (a) , we have XI = Ap, (a)(xd - a(xd with AP, (a)(xdEL and -a(xd E L1 . 

L' L' L'I Hence by definition of PL', we have PL' (xd = AP! (a)(xd . Thus PL' = Ap, (a) .. . . L, 
Using the definition of'<p, a routine claculation shows that ;Pp, (�p, (a)) = a and so 
;PP, o�p, = id(L"L�) • Hence we obtain l�P, = ;Pp,1 . 
Since Pt E Sim(Po) there exist by Lemma 2.6 (b) corresponding isomorphisms <11 E 
Isom(LI, Lo) and <11' E 1som(L1 , L�) . Let S: £ (LJ' LD -* [( Lo, L�) be the map defined by 

S(a) = .<11' 0 a 0 <11-1 , 

Then S is invertible with inverse determi n ed by 

S-I(a) = <11,-1 0 a 0 <11, "la' E [(Lo, L�) . 

ciearly, Sand S-1 are linear, 11811 ::;II<P'I I I I<II-JII and I IS-IU ::; 11<P'-'!II I I<11I 1, so that 8 E 
Isom([(LI' £1), [(Lo, L�)) . Let <.pP, = So <pp,. Since <PP, is an homeomorphism from 
Up, onto [(Lt. LU, it follows that <.pp, is an homeomorphis m  from Up, onto [(Lo, Lh) . 

Let PI, P2 E Po be such that. Up, n Up, =f: 0; Then by Lemma 2.6 (a) we have PI, 
P2 E Proj(X) . Our next step will be to show that the change of chart 

is analytic. For each i E {1,2}, let Li = Im Pi, Li = Ker Pi and L E Up, n Up, . Since 
L EEl Li = X and Li EEl Li = X for each i E {1,2}, we deduce from Lemma 2.5 that L' IL L'IL, PL'Lt 

E Isom(L1, L) and P21z' = PL; L E Isom(L , L 2 ) • Let a =<.pPj (L) . Just as 

before,we have PZ"ILl = Ap, (a), since L = <.pp,l(a) . A routine calculation shows: 

Since APt is analytic ,. the above change of chart ..pP, 0 <.pp,! is also analytic. 

Consider now: 

S(Po,X):= {T E C(Po, Xl [(.'0 = Q(X), Q E Po , T 

• 

Let 11' = 1I'pls(po,x) : S(Po,X) --+ Gr ( Po.X) he given bY1l'(T) = ImT . The following 
two results follow directly from the prop<'rtips of a typical orbit of similarity in Proj(X) 
as outlined in [CPR 1], [CPR 2] and [Ma] : 

Proposition 3.6 The libel' space {S(Po.X l. " . GI'(Po, X), GL(Xo)} defines a smooth 
locally trivial principal GL(Xo)-bulldle. 



Let Lo E Gr(Po,X) . If we ta.ke T E S(Po,X) and A E GL(X), then we observe that 
7r(AT) does not depend on the choice of .4 . . Define the ma.p 

iT: GL(X) -+ Gr(Po,X) , 

by i(A) = ALo . Consider now the subgroup H C GL(Xo) .defined by 

H == n--1(Lo) = {h E GL(X): hLo =Lo} . 

Proposition 3.7 The homogeneous flbration 

iT: GL(X) -+ GL(X)/ H � Gr(Po, X) , 
is a smooth locally trivial principal H -bundle. 

A more extensive account of infinite dimensional Banach homogeneous spaces such· as 
Gr(Po, X) 9!! GL(Xo)/ H that are modelled on Banach algebras, can be found in e.g. [PR 
1), [Ra], [Ma], [MR] and [Wi] (see also references therein). 

4 APPLICATION TO SMOOTH FAMILIES OF SUBSPACES 

We commence with the fol1owing well-known result between smooth maps and principal 
bundles : 

Lemma 4.1 (see e.g. [Hul) Let f E COO (M, Gr(Po,X)) . Then with respect to the 
diagram 

J*(S(Po, X)) � 
r("11 

S(Po,X) 
,,1 

M � Gr(Po,X) 

the bundle J*(7r) : J*(S(Po, X)) -7 M, is a smootl! principal GL(Xo)-bundle and j is an 
equivariant bundle morphism. 

Theorem 4.2 Let M be a smooth manifold and let f : M -7 Gr ( Po, X) be a smooth 
family ofsubspaces parametrized by M. Tllen we have the following equivalent statements: 

(1) f ECOO(M,Gr(Po,X)) . 
(2) For every Xo € M there exists an open neighborhood Vxq of Xo together with a 

family of maps (i E COO (Vxo' X) sud! that {(;(X)}iEl is a smootl! subspace of f(x).f or all 
x E Vxo • 

(3) For every Xo E M, there exists an open neigliborllOod Vxo of Xo in M together 
with a map jxo € coo(Vxo,GL(X)) such that 

f(x) = ixo(x) . f(xo) , 
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for all x E Vxo . 
Proof. Firstly we recall that if Lo E Gr{Po.X) and Lo is a complementary subspace to 
Lo in X. and Uo is the set of all complementary subspaces of Lo. then we-have seen that 
Uo is an open neighborhood of Lo . To establish the equivalence of (I) and (2 ) . we first of 
all suppose that (1) holds . Let Fxo = f-I (Uo) and x E Vo. We take the {(i(XO}};EI as a 

L' smooth subspace f(xo) . Then for L = f(xo) we define (;(x) = PL 0 ((;(xo)) . Conversely. 
let A(x) E S(Po• X) be the projection to the image of {(i(X)}. Then we may define an 
element f E cOO{!Vl. Gr(Po • X)) such that f = IT 0 A on Fro ' 

To prove the equivalence of (1) and (3). let f E COO (M. Gr(Po• X) . Let Uo be such that 
for Xo E M, f (x o) E Uo and let Fro = f-I(Uo) . Then with regards to the p r i ncipal 
H-bundle ir: GL(X) � Gr(Po• X), we take a local smooth section 30: Uo � GL(X o) 
and for each x E Fro. set f{x) = 30(f(x)) . We define fro E COO (Vxo' GL(X)) by 

such that /(x) = ixo(x)· !(xo) . Let Lo = f(xo) . If (3) holds, namely 

f(x) = fxo(x) . Lo , 

then the pointwise evaluation of the image of f is smooth and from this we can conclude 
f E cOO(M, Gr (Po, X)) . • 

In order to obtain the global version of Theorem 4.2, we will need the following smoothing 
approximation: 
Theorem 4.3 Let M be a paracompact smooth (Hausdorff) manifold which is taken to 
be a subset of a Hilbert space. Let (P, IT, M) be a smooth locally trivial fiber bundle 
with fiber F 1\. Banach manifold. Assume that there exists a global continuous section 
So : M � P. Then there e:dsts It global sllloo/.h section s: !v! � P . ' 

Proof. This entails modifying the smooth approximation theorem of [St 6.7] (see also [Ho V.4.1]) where the local compactness property is to be replaced by the paracompactness of 
M. 

Let {U"}"EI be an open covering of M where for each a E I, we have a smooth local 
trvia.lization U" x F � U" that we elect to call property S. As M is paracompact and 
Hausdorff we obtain a a-d iscrete refinement {V"'}<>EJ of this c'over and as property S is 
hereditary on open sets, then each member of this new open cover has this same property. 
By forming the union of each of the discrete subfamilies of which there are only countably 
many, we obtain a countable open cover of M in which each member has property S. Since 
this cover admits a locally finite refi nement {A,,}aEK it follows from [D. VIII] that it must 
have a precise open locally finite cover {Bc>} c>EL of M (i.e. [( = L and Ba C A" for each 
a) . In turn we obtain a countable local ly finite open cover  of Min which each membel" 
has property S. 

Now the same a-discrete argument allows liS to assume that we have a corresponding 
cover of the continuous section So : M � P by open sets with typical fiber diffeomorphic 
to the Banach space on wh ich the fiber F is modelled. The a.pproximating arguments 
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of [St] then can be applied verbatim by replacing the (E,5)-inequalities by open sets. 
The compactness property required in [St] enables the Stone -Weierstrass theorem to be 
implemented locally so as to achieve the smooth approximation. Here it is replaced by the 
existence of local smooth partitions of u nity that is ensured by taking "'1 to be a subset 
of a Hilbert space (see [La II,3]). • 

Theorem 4.3 is in the spirit of the neighborhhood (NEP) and section (SEP) extension 
property of sections for more general classes of fibrations as considered in [Du 1] and [Du 
2]. 

Theorem 4.4 Let M be as in Theorem 4.:3 and let M be contractible. Take a smooth 
map I E COO (M ,  Gr (Po, X)) . Then 

(1) There exists a Q E Proj(X) such that I(x) = Im Q an d X = Im Q EB kerQ is a 
decomposition of X depen din g smooth Iy 011 x, fOf all x E M. 

(2) There exists a map j E cOO(M, GL(X)) and a subspace Lo E Gr(Po, X) such 

that I(x) = j(x)Lo , for all x EM. In particular, we have 

I(x) = lex) . j(xo)-l ·/(xo) , 
for all x, Xo E M .  
Proof. From Lemma 4.1, the smooth GL(Xo)-bundle J*(S(Po, X)) -t M admits a global 
continuous section by the contractibility assumption on M .  In turn, by Theorem 4.3, 
there exists a global smooth section 8 : !II! -t J* (S(Po, X)). From the definition of 
S(Po, X), for all x E M ,  (] 0 s)(x) defines an injective linear map T which corresponds 
to a projection Q E Proj(X) such that T(X) = Q(X) . Further, Q is continuous as a 
bounded linear map and has closed image in X given by 

(7r 0] 0 8)(X) = J(:r.) . 
Setting I(x) = Im Q, part (1) follows. 

For (2) we apply essentially the same principle as we did in proving (1) in view of the 
diagram 

J*(GL(X)) � GL(X) 

s'r rrl 
M � Gr(Po, X) 

where SI is agloba\ smooth section. We take l= 1'081 and Lo = 7r(T) where T E S(Po, X), 
so that by the definition of it we obtain the global version of Theorem 4.2 (3): 

I(x) = (i 0 j)(x) = j(xo) . Lo . 
• 

The finite dimensional version:; of Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 are [FGP, IV-1-2) and [FGP, 
IV -2-3) respectiveiy. 
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